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What does ethics mean to me
Ethics is the branch of philosophy that studies the nature of action, the effort to respond to the question of what actions to undertake and what to avoid. Intivity, the premise of ethical responsibility is that, because companies are agents who carry out actions that influence the world around them, have responsibility to behave in ways that do not cause
damage, suffering, waste or unjustified destruction. You can understand the ethical responsibility in terms of those who or on the actions of society affect. Ethical responsibility means recognizing when society actions could have a negative effect of people or the environment and take measures to reduce damage. Employees are, first of all, people
directly responsible for the success of a company. Without their work, the company cannot work and would not go anywhere. Similarly, a company is more directly responsible for the personal success of an employee. The money and other benefits that an employee earns for her work provides the sustenance of her, without which she would not have
been able to pay food and shelter or afford any of the luxuries of life. A company has an ethical responsibility to pay their employees as well worth their work, to provide a workplace respectfully respectful of harassment and dehumanization, and to use a safe structure or provide the appropriate security equipment to deal with risks. Historically, nonethical behavior towards employees was responsible for political disorders, legal and judicial intervention and the rise of unions. Pollution, exhaustion of resources and the use of the soil are the inevitable consequences of virtually any commercial activity. There is usually an impact on wildlife. This is not intrinsically bad, but the potential for adverse
effects is enormous. The ecologically irresponsible commercial practices have poisoned communities, have wasted vital resources on non-complex economic vitality and dragging the whole species forever. The opposite of this, ethical responsibility for the environment, invites the political debate, because it necessarily positions limits for business. At a
minimum, however, this responsibility requires that a company tries to minimize the damage that causes people and wildlife and adopt reasonable measures to preserve resources for subsequent generations. Economic activity is an advantage to the company. Create wealth and leads to the advance of technology, which allows people to achieve better
material quality of life and escape the difficulties of poverty. Nevertheless, there are many ways in which a company can behave irresponsibly to society, which involve all the sacking of the company for a short-term gain. The social responsibility, therefore, requires a company to be interested in the long-term success and prosperity of the community
in which it does business and in the well-being of the national economy on which it depends ultimately. This means obeying the law and respect the company. More to the point, it means to hit a balance between the development of short-term profits, a certain quantity of which it is vital for the success of a company and runs even more than those
profits in favor of spreading wealth in the company whose Read, people and the largest economy provides the landscape for the company to succeed in the first place. A society has an ethical responsibility to earn a profit for itself and for shareholders who have invested in it. The company needs profit to continue to exist as a viable business entity,
and investors deserve a profit because they requested a risk with their money by investing in the company. Long term, all other forms of ethical responsibility in They accumulate this, because satisfied employees, a prosperous company and a healthy world are an advantage for business fundamentals. Unfortunately, many people within the business
do not see it that way and instead try to maximize the value of short-term shareholders at the expense of all other considerations - a provision that invites the continuous political debate. Anyway, anyway, All parts agree that Ã ¢ â,¬ "everything else is the same - a company should strive to be profitable for those who own and finance. The ethical work
habits are an integral part of the life of many employees and Students. The exact definition of Ã ¢ â,¬ Å "Bood" The ethics of work is subjective, but many people consider some ethical characteristics and other non-ethical. Good work ethics often inspire others to act in similar ways. Commitment and dedication to work can be considered a good work
ethic. Workers show the commitment being punctual, present and attentive. A worker could show the commitment by working extraordinary when necessary or showing the corporate fidelity. Workers show the lack of commitment when they are late, absent or distracted during the execution of duties. Many people consider efficient production a
distinctive sign of good work ethics. Productivity must not mean enormous production; It could also mean a consistent quality yield. Production workers strive to complete the targets in â €
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